
‘Pack less, discover more!’ is the motto of the innovative PACK 
AND GO! series. It is the ideal Travel Collection – all of the 
styles feature compact stowability, light and can be perfectly 
combined with each other. The modern products with smart 
functions are also characterized by powerful performance and 
offer innovative protection in any weather. They are ver-
satile, super elastic for optimum freedom of movement and 

extremely fastdrying. Recycled materials are used in select-
ed styles in the current season. The casual PACK AND GO! 
products are suitable for active weekly end trips as well 
as for daily trips in the city and eventful excursions in 
the surrounding area. Practical extra: each product can be 
stowed in a separate or integrated pack sack. 

Smart lightweights, perfectly packed – the year-round travel line!

PACK LESS,
DISCOVER MORE!
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JWP PACK 18
Day pack for travel and everyday use with small packed size
Details: adjustable shoulder straps; main compartment with zipped inner pocket, 2 mesh side pockets, front pocket; 
stows in integrated pouch  RRP: £ 35.00

JWP SHORTS M
Very light and packable softshell shorts with UV protection for travel and everyday wear
Details: MINI RIPSTOP DOUBLE WEAVE X-LITE UV Q.M.C.: extremely light, stretchy, durable and easy-care fabric  
with moisture management and UV protection; 2 hand pockets; back pocket; elasticated waist; pack bag included;  
Grüner Knopf; bluesign® certified  RRP: £ 45.00

JWP DYNAMIC M
Ultralight and packable, wind resistant fleece jacket with UV protection
Details: LIGHT TECH FLEECE UV Q.M.C.: extra lightweight, virtually windproof fleece with active moisture management 
and UV; 2 hand pockets; pack bag included; Grüner Knopf; bluesign® certified  RRP: £ 70.00 

JWP WIND M
Breathable, ultra light and packable softshell jacket
Details: FLEX SHIELD AIRLITE: very light and breathable, stretchy, wind resistant and water repellent softshell fabric;  
LOGO LINING SOFTTOUCH TAFFETA: soft microfibre lining with logo print; 2 hand pockets (one of which doubles as  
a stow pouch for the jacket); PFC-free  RRP: £ 90.00

SLIDER M
COMFORTABLE SLIDE SANDAL WITH EVA FOOTBED
Details: ROBUST SYNTHETIC UPPER; SOFT TEXTILE LINING; CUSHIONING EVA FOOTBED   RRP: £ 25.00
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JWP SHELL W  
Very light and packable shell jacket made of recycled fabric for travel and everyday wear
Details: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE STRETCH 2L: 100 % recycled, stretchy, very waterproof, windproof and very  
breathable outer fabric with twill look ); mesh lining made of recycled fabric; fixed hood with adjustable volume; 
2 hand pockets (one of which doubles as a stow pouch for the jacket; PFC-free; Grüner Knopf; bluesign® certified  
RRP: £ 130.00 

JWP VEST W
Light and packable gilet made of recycled materials
Details: STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE 20D RIPSTOP: very light, windproof and breathable fabric with ripstop reinforce-
ment threads, made of 100 % recycled polyester; MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE (140 g/m²): very warm insulation 
made of recycled synthetic fibres; 2 hand pockets; pack bag included; PFC-free; Grüner Knopf; bluesign® certified 
RRP: £ 85.00

JWP BREATHER W  
Very breathable, ultra light and packable windshell with hood
Details: STORMLOCK RIPSTOP: very light, very breathable, windproof fabric with ripstop reinforcement threads and 
water repellent finish; SINGLE JERSEY LIGHT HEATHER Q.M.C. S.FRESH: light, soft fabric with cool, silky feel, active 
moisture management and odour inhibiting properties; fixed hood with adjustable field of vision; 2 hand pockets; 
pack bag included; PFC-free  RRP: £ 110.00 

JWP SHOPPER
Roomy and packable tote bag for travel and everyday use
Details: stows in integrated pouch; CROSS RIP 75D: very lightweight ripstop fabric with reinforcement threads;  
WATERLOCK 170D: very lightweight, thickly coated polyamide fabric  RRP: £ 26.00

JWP TOP W
Lightweight functional top with moisture management and odour resistant properties
Details: JERSEY PLAIN Q.M.C. S.FRESH: light, soft, jersey knit fabric with stay-fresh properties and active moisture 
management  RRP: £ 20.00 
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